Further Information:
Devlin, C (2012) Sharing Haemodialysis Care, York and
Humber NHS trust, 2013: available at http://www.health.
org.uk/NHS Constitution. Information on your rights and
responsibilities. Available at www.nhs.uk/aboutnhs/
constitution
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Lister: 01438 284152
Luton: 01582 497538
Bedford: 01438 286750
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Harlow: 01279 278205
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You can request this
information in a
different format or
another language.

A Patient’s Guide to Shared Care

Tasks you might want to do:

This leaflet is intended to provide you with information
regarding The Renal Unit Shared Care Programme.


Weight

What is shared care ?



Blood Pressure and Pulse

It can mean doing as much or as little as you want for yourself,
supported by the Unit Team. As you gain confidence you may
choose to learn more skills whilst remaining sheltered in the
unit.



Temperature



Washing hands prior to all procedures (and arm if fistula or

Why is this change happening?

graft


Applying pressure to needle sites post removal/ locking
tunnelled line



Preparing dressing pack for access

Evidence gathered from dialysis patients who have participated
in their own care, show that they:



Lining



Priming



Understand their treatment and condition



Programming dialysis machine following prescription



Gain confidence



Needling fistula/graft (one or both needles)



Preparing tunnelled line



Feel better in themselves



Hooking up lines to fistula/graft/tunnelled line and
commencing Dialysis



Problem awareness during dialysis



Disconnecting lines and completing dialysis on the machine

What alternative is there?
If you choose you may opt out of shared care and the nurses will
understand, but if you change your mind at any time talk to a
nurse. There may be many reasons why you do not feel like joining in at this time. It might help to talk to a nurse about these
to see if they can help. We have a counselling service available if
you. wish to discuss this in private.

What if I think I would like to do home dialysis?
Tell your nurse and you can be referred to the home
haemodialysis team for more information.

What is involved?

What can I do for myself?

The nurses will teach you the correct way to do the tasks you
have chosen.
We have extensively researched the way these are performed to
reduce complications and infection rates.
When the nurses feel you are ready they will sign you off as
competent, which shows you have achieved a very good level of
understanding and can repeatedly demonstrate the correct way
of doing the task.
From time to time these will be reassessed to keep you safe.

There are simple things such as:
Taking your temperature and pulse

Who do I speak to if I’m interested?
Speak to any nurse in your dialysis unit, they will contact a
member of the shared care team who will have a chat with you
Measure your weight and blood pressure
.

Washing your fistula arm

Later as you gain confidence may fancy putting your
own needles in

or ones such as lining and priming a machine
Start at the level you feel suits you!

What happens if I feel unwell and don’t feel up to do things
one day ?
Tell your nurse she/he will understand and assess you to help
you feel better. There will be days when you are unwell or just
not feeling yourself. The staff will help you on those days

